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Chapter 1

Introduction

Colonel Kenneth E. Lay, a former editor of the Militrry R-vie_.w,

writing in the July 1964 is-ie of his ownm magazine, expressedz concern

that the military press effort was not fulfilling the needs and ex-

pectations of the military profession. He suggested that "It .ay be

time for the U.S. military profession to take a fresh look at its

military journals. We should define the job to be done, and dccide how

the journals can best do that job." 1  Speaking from thrze years expnr-

ienoe as the editor of the Army's senior professional journal, he raiscd

rather grave questions as to whether the overall nilitnry pr.esS effort

was making an adequate contribution to the military profes.ion, and

further whether the respective missions of the various journals ,ere

being accomplished in a way that met the needs of the officer corps.

- Colonel Lay has not been the only one to raise que:itions about

the degree of adequacy of our professional journals. Lieutenant

Colonel Charles M. Forgusson, Jr., writing, in the April 1964 d...ton

of the Military Review, pointed out that "Another factor which hnas in-

hibited strategic thinking at the highest level has been the lack of

Kenneth E. Lay, "Military Writing,,It i'•itary ew,7 Vr,
(July 1964), 53,60.
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a periolical focused on this level of strateZy. Each of th: nilit-:ry

departments publishes iJs own periodical, but no one zovernmnental

publication serves to voice the Department of l)efense level of strat-

egic thinking. No publication parallels the Offi ri of the Sicretary

of Defense (OSD) and JCS level of interezt.!¶72 This .en,,ral s°tc...t

was apparently based on reading various 4suues of professional journals

over the years and rioting a deficiency in content in an area which is

assuming increasing importance to the officer corps. Yet, an exaiination

of the stated mission of the journal wbich Published LTC Fergusson's

article would indicate that the field of strategy at the level in

question should have received primary attention. Is there a dichotomy?

Does a gap exist btween what the professional journals purport to

accomplish and what they actually accomplish? In view of the influence

of a journal within its profession and the important role which it

normally assumes, this would seem to be a very pertinent question.

Others have hinted at the problem. Without mentioning the

large number of profes-ional military periodicals published in' the

United Statos, and without reference to what the editors of those

journals claim as their priýiary intention and puroase, tho editor of

Military Affairs observed in April 1955: "The interpretative milit:.ry

writing in Zn[glish now comes from abrcad.,.The .Sritish military pro-

fession publishes Pras ey's Annual-The Armei Forcos ••ar o.ok nnd the

quarterly Journal of th..e Roa United s rviccs Institution. .otiiag

comparable is produced' in the Unitcd States. The Am rican .nilit,.ry

profe sion, now at its peak and holding the destiny of the ý:nrld in its

hands is unable to know itself except through foreign pens.,3 The

2 C. X. Fergusson, Jr., "3trateLgic Thinkin2 and 3tuiies," ____tr

Review, XLIV(April 1964), 9-24.

3joan D. davos. "The Militarv Officer and :4i s Hi stnrv." if t
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implication is quite clear. DrYspite the relatively larga 6uýaber of pro-

fessional periodicals, and their good intentions as indicaýt,"

missions, the quality of the articles ;aprnearing bo•Atwt;cn th" covers of

these journals is something les.ý than the nilitary .. .- .

* ;;hf"1le the stated mission way beý clear ar.ý c-all f:!r hi> taaam.te

actual content doces not . u.. so. Have tlZng r Le

and a half since this observition was D -le? J .ev ... 's-O'-• i .....urrals

noi; n zvaluote the needs of the :ilitary nrof7sFon overall

Seditors or the individuals resoonsible for directing our jor.... -s-

tablish appropriate missions and objectives and then ta-e the naec. sary

steps to insure that the articles published comply -with those mais-izn

"requirements? This is an interesting question and one which deserves

further attention.

Thus far the discussion has centered ou the shortccminys of the

military press in general cr at least in voicing questions that have

been raised in the past regarding its effectiveness in supporting !,he

profession. Colonel Lay, in his article cited carlier,. wa!d•..•

concerned with this overall problem. He was conc rnmb over the fact

that the press effort was not coordinated in any way and that, b.caus,

of the gap betwten ixttentions and realities, the ef ectiven!s of tat

endeavor was hanper4d. His proposal to remedy the situation envi.sionea

a definitive study, addressing all aspects of the proble,,i, by an officivla

study group. Their purpose would I'• to analyze the journals coIlect..dy

and strive to delineate areas and levels of subject coverage for ouch

to avoid overlap, deft.ne missions and objectives of lih journal ard

bring the content of each in line with its respective purioso.. Un;oubt-

edly such a comprehensive stuiy is long overdue. but tts fi lim'nt

just as certainly a long way in the future. Tahis solut ion a
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degree of cooperation auionvr the agencies responsible for putti'•1".

of thie various joijrnrils t..at do's not exist at the present time but

perhaps could be rapidly achieved. Further, and possibly ,•ore i:iortjnt,

it assumes that a broad data base regarding each publication is currently

available. Unfortunately, at the present ti,ýe, such a data-- bare CW230

not exist and remarkably litti- research has been iecomnlished ccvarcl-

ing the separate periodicals. Thus such a project as Coloxel Lay ha,

in .ý,Lnd will not be feasible until exhaustive research is undertaken

te compile data and evaluate the 85 military periodicals that are

currently published in the United States. 4

The degree of this problem is well illustrated by using as an

example the VilitarX Review which A¢il be the subject of this study.

In attempting to locate the documents or studies which were the basis

for the current midsion of the journal and in an at erupt to trace the

reasons and rationale behind various shifts in mis.1ion over the years,

it came as a surprise to find that such documents do not exist. lFully

oxpectinZ to find a detailed evaluation of the needs of the officer

corps, an audience analysis which would serve as the basis for rocomm.Iena-

ing an appropriate mission, it was somewhat of a shock to find that one

had never been undertaken. Further search for a studdy which outlined

various possible mission eleme its, listed the advanta-es and disadvantages

of each in consideration of the needs of the profes.ion as well as the

capabilities and limitations of the existing staff and facilities,

much as is standard practice for most significant military activities,

4 Debow Freed, "The Sorry State of Xfilitarry ScholarsCion," (Un-9.publ.ihdl study, .a. College, 1966), p. 49. This s. tudy, nictes
that there are 85 military periodicals published in the T.-lish lencuray
however all those referred to were published in the Unit' d States.



revealed that no such staff !tudy has been made. Rathar, the -,reent

mission of the Journal catme about through an evolutionary procos -,ith

the motivating force for change being a particularly interested. co':rvndant

of the Command and General Staff College, an especially progrezzive

Peitor, or pressure from a significant number or a .aticu influGntial

* or high ranking subscriber. While this process is not cause for critici:m.

of the Military Review, it does lead one to question t.•neth.r it produces

the most effective product and contributes as much as -A could to the

military profession. The ovcrall effect of this process is that there

is little correlatian between the mission of the journal and what anpears

in its pages. Rather than having a firrly established purpose as re-

flected in the elements of a specific m-ssion statemsnt which serves

as a basis for tailoring and molding the journal, there is a terdancy

to form the conLent of the journal thwough a combination of editorial

whim and availnbility of material. Should tren,is develop through this

process, it is then cause to consider a possible misýion change. The

&zc- situation of the tail wagging the dog sugw-ests itself. The obvious

major question then is whether or •:ot this process; lo•cd•s tc a Journal

that fulfills the changing needs of the m24itary profession. The .:hole

point of this discussion however, is to show that a broad data base oces

not exist for the Military Revinew and that evaluation is not a contnun•.

process. The same is generally true for the other periodicals. It can

be seen that much work lies ahead in this area of research before a study

of the overall problem of the *iilitary press can be made.

The purpose of the discus'ion thus far is to show the need for

further detailed research in the field of military journnlism. ?.asically
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the three areas that come to light as fertile grounds for study arc list-

ed below:

1. Determination of the needs of the needs of the military pro-

fession.

2. Coordination of the ovrall military press effort.

). Ovaluation and compilation of data relating to the separate

military periodicals.

The third area listed above is the one chosen for this stulIy

and the Klittar' Reviel-l is the specific journal to be considered. In

further delineating the scope of this paper, it should be repeated that

a major problem, existing in most of thejournals, is that a wide gap

has grown between their mission, or what they purport to accomplish
- p

and what they actually accomplish. Thus the specific aim ofthis paper

4La to determine if the Military Review_ is accomplishing its assigned

mission. This would seem to be only a first step toward filling the

research requirement existing in the areas listed above but aoppears to

be a logical and necessary first step in view of the general lack of

such research previously.

As may be gleaned from the preceding comment, the hypothesis

established to guide the research in this study is that the ititary

Review is not accomplishing its assigned mission. It shoulci be rmentioned

at this time that whether or not the journal is acco,aplisihin. its assignei

mission has little relation to the overall worth of the journal or its

contribution to the military profession. The determination of t-ese

intangible quantities are considered necessary to complete the research

requirement implied in the third area listed above but these are viewed

as requiring separate studies and are beyond the scope of this particular
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paper. Also, proving this hypothesis dioes not, in any way, reflict on

the competence of the staff of the Militarr• .•vi w,, who, in all instances,

have been cooperative in providing material and have shown the ksenest

profes.;ional interest in any analysis, however limited, that could

possibly lead to improvement in the journal. Rather, resolution of this

question in the affirmative reflects ill on thr 9xistinz system for DC..

riving and assigning the mission to the journal.

Before presenting evidence to support the hpothesis, tt i.Tll

be necessary to examine in detail the stated mission of the >0iltarv

Review. Once the elements of this mission statement are identifiec and

clarified and it has been established exactly what the journal is:

supposed to accomplish, an analysis 4ill be made of the content of the

1969 editions in an effort to determine the extent of mission aocooiplish-

ment, To do this, criteria must be developed on which to base the

analysis. The form of this criteria could vary considerably as no

precedent has been established by analysis of similar magazines in the

past and a standard is not available. 5 It is considered that a s-eries

of questions may be formulated, the answers to which will indicate

whether or not each mission element is being accomplished and if it is

being accomplished at all, will give an indication of the degree. This

method is considered adequate in view of the limited :;copc of this pper

and is a modified version of the essential elements of analysis mctocd

of evaluation that is currently in widespread use by Combat Developmerts

Command.
6

5Russell 0. Fudge, "Informing the Army Officer," t .. Fcvie",
XXflV (October 1954), 51-48. A brief content analysis wa-: n~resentexa
for the tilitary' Revie._ and other official Journals but Lhe purpose and
method was different from the ones involved in this study.

%iaurice R. Van Meter, "UI.f. Army Co, tat Dsvelopments Command, II

(Lecture at Command and General Staff Colle!ee. Section 19. 1 Aoril 1970).



.In1 foruiulating these questions, the primacy basis will be t,! "subjective

interpretation of the mission statemnnt. To add credence to these

questions as valid areas of concern of at least a portion of t:ie audience

of the Mliitary Revitr, the critical comients received from the 1968

reader survey will be examined and those common criticians suporting

each criterion will be included in the text of this study. Ansi-,xrs to

these qur'stions or criteria should, wlien considered collectively, be

expected to result in a meaningful evaluation of the journal.

The data used to provide answers to the questions will be quan-

tified when possible however the nature of the evaluation is such that

explanation of the interpretatiun of the data in answaring the specific

questions will be necessary and subjkctive judgements will be required

*with often lit! le more tangiible substantiation t.:an the fact that a

particular article was read and the article was rated in a particular

category or clas-;ified in other terms of roerence. The quantitative

aspects of the evaluation are quite straight forw.ard howe-ver the

qualitative evaluations are strictly individual judgements "of this

writer and are subject to all the whims and prejudices that may be

present. This inhereýnt linitation of the study should be emphasized

at the outset.

Other linitattons should be mentioned. It is recoognized tihat

a journal is a dynamic institution and, as such, is constantly changing.

It was brought out earlier that the Militqýrl Rvivtw has no established

or at least no discernible system to insure change in rasponse to the

rapidly changing needs of the military profession. Change, however,

has been a factor in the history of the journal. These changes in con-
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tent have been initiated by a variety of forces Aith the most rncent

innovation being the reader survey wherein a limited response has b,Žcn

made to the individual comments and collective evaluation of a pGrtion

of the subscribers. The first such survey was maa.e in 1961 and the

second and latest one in 1968. Both resulted in minimal change in

the marazine and these changes were more related to fcrmat than to actual

content. Still, these were efforts to deturmine what a segment of the

readership desired and needed and was the closest attempt that has yet

"been made to ascurtain the needs of the profession in the hope of en-

abling that element to dictate the substance of the journal. In any

event, change has been present in the journal and is occuring now. An

evaluation of one period of time such as the year 1969, imposes an add-

itional limitation on the value of the study in that it uoes not identify

trends over a long range and thus cannot support speculation about the

future of the journal. The only intent is to evaluate the journal for

one specified period in its history and to project these conclusions,

based on recent issues, to the current publication. While one year may

be considered to be an unduly restricted period of tine, it should be

stressed that this particular year followea the %r:ost mdlce ranging

changes in its history and thus is considered to be the most relevant

in terms of the contemporary journal.

The value of such a study as the one outlined lies in thr•e

principal areas. First, it compiles data relating to the ".Militarv

Review that will be useful in any future attempt to address the overall

problem of the military press as sketched at the beginning of this

chapter. Secondly, the interpretation of the data and conclusi mnsi

reached should be of some value to the editorial staff of tre X.iiiitzrv
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Review in furthering their efforts to improve the quality and lurx-fulness

of the publication. Thirdly, prospective authors ma.r fid the %eUlt1;

of this study of interest as it atte.m;ts to show whiat is actually pre-

sented iii the journal as opposed to the impresi'.zu Lgained as to what

should be presented based on the mission statement and publislhed editor-

ici policies. Prospective authors should be more concerned with the

actual content and type of articles actually accepted rather than wirth

those theoretically appropriate for the journal.

As mentioned previously, little research has beeýn undertaken

in the past relating to the specific problem under consideration in this

study. The only work of significance has been accomplished by the &~tafC

of the Malit,,ry Review and most of this was in response to a particular

requirement which caused it to be limited in scope. In October 1968,

a study was prepared -which attempted '"to examine the purpose and object-

ives of the Military Review, evaluate th- effectiveness of' prc ýsent

policies and procedures in satisfying these objecltives, and recomuncnd

necessaryi~ changes to both obj'ctives -and policies.",7 The study recm-

mende-d various minor changes but concluded overall that "The pro sent

objectives and mission of the magazine are approprtate for the further-

ance of military scholarship consistent with the aims of the Coiamand

and General Staff College. The study rusults J2o not provide a basis,

on which to recomt.,cnd any major change in policies."(3 The intent of

this study was indeed good and much ofthe data compiled was meaningful

?Donald J. Onlaney, "Military Review policie&, "1 (Unouablished

staff study, Office of the %,ilitary Revirw, 28 October 1968), ..

Ibhid., p. 14.
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however the major shortcoming of this study is that it examinc.,s the

theoretical mission and objective- and contrasts these with policies

which were dezigned for the purpose of accomplishling them. ;That is

lackineg is an actual evaluation of the existing ccntent of the journal

and a comparison of actual acco'plishments with the stated ,iiszion and

objectives.

Other works which bear directly on the problem to be addreseod

in this study are virtually nonexistent. The field of military journalism

has apparently been sadly neglected by both military and civilian Lcholars

and the Military Review and its attendant problems have received little

attention outside of the editorial offices.

I'



Chapter 2

Analysis of the Stated Mission and Derivation of Crite:ria

The purpose of this chapter is to examine the existing stated

"-mission of the Milttarv Review and to isclate the varlen_ elements of

this mission or--the specified tasks to be accomplished and to derive,

from those elements, specific criteria, in the form of questions, the

answers ýo which will give an indication ofthe effectiveness of the

journal in fulfilling these specific tasks. The questions derived

will then form the basis of a content analysis to be performed later

in this study. To assist in formulating questions 'hich are relevant

and valid, the responses to the 1968 reader survey will be utilized.

It is considered that if one or mere subscriber questioned "a particular

aspect of the journal and was sufficiently motivated to reply by

corcnenting over and above answering the multiple choice type questions,

that this att•;ý.ts to the validity of the criterion as being represent-

ative of an area of concern rngari1ing the effectiveness of the journal.

The mission statement as listrxd on the inside front cover of

each of the 1969 issues, is as follows:

The •:alitary Roview...provides a forum for the expression
of military thought on national and military strategy,
national s,;curity affairs, and on doctrine with emphasis at
the division and higher levels of command. 1

iThe portion of the Aission stat;emqent decleted indicat•sý the
a. ociation or the journal with the Command and General $taff Colle:w
an- the Ari Yir Collem-e.
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9 It can be seen from a cursory examiination of tht mnis:ion

stat'snt that specific guidance is given in four areas. It iniicates

the method to be utiliznd in presenting tho material, thl-ý principal

. source of content, the general subject areas to be covered, and the

level of treatment of each of these primary subjcct aroas.

WThile this mission stAtemnnt is obviously and a parertly

purposely general and, in many regards va[ -e, nonetheless it outlines

specific guidance in the four areas which it ad1drosses and its perusal

leaves one with certain definite expectations concerning the content

of the journal. While understandably, a certain a:aount- of flexidbility

ý-Jould be left to editorial discretion in a profes-ional publication,

ttie mission, which in the military h~s an aura of inviolability, could

be expected to be complied with to tie letter. 2

"At this point, the forces at work which tend to liu•it

accomplis'irnent of the mission should be mentioned. First of all,

the lijintatluns imposed by security requirements are apparent. The

4 K.lilitary Roview, being an unclassified journal, a-ust avoid -all articles

that contain reference to classified material. All articles writtcn

by active duty personnel thust be cleared by an appropriate a,,-ncy at

governmental level. This involves both a security review and a check

for compliance with other regulations including a current policy rcvicw. 3

Articlas published are those voluntarily sub.iitted by indýividuals either

within the services or in civilian life. Th,:re is no way to insure that

2'U.S. Army, AR 310-25. Dictionary of' U.S. Army Trr~i, " arch 1969,
p. 281.

3 'George S. Pappas, "The Voice of the Turtle is [;card, ' (Unpub-
lished student research paper, U.S. Army War College, 1966), o. 6o.
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such articles comply with the desire of the editorial staff to ret the

criteria implied in the elements of the mission staternt. While an

effort is made to solicit specific articles in Some instances and the

range of selection of military digests is great, the availability of

material imposes severe limitations. Anotter maJor limitation is that

imposed by havirn, a military editor under the direct supervision of a

regular chain of command. Articles published are certain to be requir-

ed , by the editor, to meet standards of propriety acquired by virtue

of many years of military service regardless of their conLribution to

the intent of the mission statement. There are other limitations in-

herent in an official publication financed princioally by federal funds

but the major ones that effect the journal have been mentioned. None

of these, however, would prevent the journal from complying with the

general misAion statement.

It is now possible to derive criteria for further evaluation

"of the content of the journal. Each element of the mission will be

discussed in turn.

Vethod of Presentaton: The mission indicates that a forum or

a "sounding board" is the method to be used to present the material. 5

A forum is dnfine'i as "a medium of open discussion...a medium in which

controversial issues...can be discussed." 6  This implies that the

-Militar- Review will contain open discussion wherein both sides of key

4Robert G. Main, "11illtary Review," Magazines in America, (Stan-
ford University Department of Communication Publication, 197 p. 6o.

5 Howard K. Johnson, "The Years Ahead," Military nteviex:, (Feb-
ruary 1962), p. 64.

6 4ebster's 3d New International Dictionary, p. 896.
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issues will be aired and debated. It indicates a liv,'l> a.xchaare of

articles, eaoh challeneinZ established concepts or id!las prrisented in

other articles.? ?~rther, it indicates that controversy will be the

mainstay of the articles presented. Answers to the following qestionc

wii give an indication as to whether or not this mission olr,.mnt-io

being accomplishedz

1. Do the articles derlate the issues or challenge established con-

cepts or ideas presented in other articles?

2. Do they address controversial issues and to what degree?

Cornments from subscribers which tend to support the validity

of these questions are listed below: 8

1. There is so little criticism of the way the U.S. Army goes about
its business that the Review is a rather sterile publication. (Col-4 onel, Army) -

2. Your extensive use of disclaimers whets my apoetite for some-
thing controversial which never materializes. (Colonel, Army)

3. I do read Military Review but lose interest. "or, "Controversy"
would aid, (LTC. my)

4. ... I would like to see the 'ilitar,' Revir-¢ devote more space
to provocative thought and argument... (Colonel, Army)

5. ... The Military Revi_ w is too doctrinaire. If the Army is
going to improve there must be a forum for provocative, challen:iin&
and "•ay-out" ideas. Too much of the 2 reads like a field
manual. (Major, Army)

6. Welcome a little controversy, don't avoid it... !,a should be a
forun for discussion, not a fountain of apnarently unans-;orable
pronouncements. (LTC, Army)

7. I woulc prefer more articles on con roversial subject areas...
I feel that many of the articles which currently appear are an
iteration of facts on a known subject area and t' ,refore not thourht
provoking. (LTC, Army)

7 johnson, op. cit.

8"Kilitary Raviow Readership Survey, 1963," (ConolidVA te-S
reader comments, Office of the Militnrv Review, 1968, unpubli-,hsrA).
Comments will not be fontnnte 'sennyatlv act nnmes , ýnt lenot.n.
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8. ... more articlee on controversial issues or on a minzrity point
of view would be educational. (Major, Army)

9. Pros and Cons of an issue should be oresenteri in the sanse issue
of MR. (Major, Army)

10. Why not place side by side articles of opposinz views and let
the readers give you their opinions? (LTC, Army)

11. Publish a critical article from time to time--even if you use
a notf-de-.lume cc orotect the author. (Colonel, A rMy)

12. Articles are not provocative enough. There is an overall in-
pressiom t..at nothing controversial in military thought will bo pre-
sented in the journal. (Major, Army)

13. I cannot recall a single controvwŽrgal arti-oe, in the sense
that it opposed established policy, or proposed change-s of any nature
jn the Army. (Colonel, USAR)

It may be surmised from the tenor of those comments that the

questions posed earlier to test the accomplishment of the method of

presentation element of the mission statement are b6th relevant and valid.

Sourc- of Content: The mission statomant indicates that the

journal is designed to provide a medium for the exoression of mnilitry

thought. This may rigidly be interpreted as meaning that primarily

military authors Would be published. However, it is r cogn-ized that

civilian authors may well have worthwhile contributions in the field

of military affairs thus the criturion relatine to this element must

be expanded to include civilian authors. 9  Wnile the term. "military

thought" defies definition, the key for purposes of this discussion

annears to *e the naturo of the subject matter under consideration.

Any discussion of military related subjects by military personnel would

certainly qualify an repre senting military thought. Civilian inforuod

opinions regardling strictly military XAtters miust also be placed in

9 Statemont by Glen Chadwick Atkins, personal interview, Fort

Lcavrn-worth. Kansas. 27 January 1970.



this category. This somewhat arbitrary definition then provides the

basis for formulating questions to test this element of mission

accomplishment. These questions are: 1 0

3. Do the articles present primarily military ideas and opinions?

4. Do they present representative civilian opinions on military

- --- natters?

Comments from subscribers which tend to support the validity

of these questions arc listed below:ll

1. Search for a broader selection of authors. (Major, Army)

2. Suggest wider range of opinion in all aspects of spscific
problems... (Colonel, USAF)

3. Keep to military. Economics, political, social are coveredi
better in digests and reviews devoted to these disciplines. (Col-
onel, Army).

4. ... your publication is an authoritative voice of military thouSht
and should devote more effort to this area to include co:r:raent on
current affairs and their impact on the military. (Colonel, Army)

5. Why should a professional journal directed towards the division,
corps and army staff level concentrate on getting more civilians
to write for it? Where they have experience or have something to
say, fine. However, do not increase their c-ntribution; perhaps
reduce their contribution-.- (LTC, Army)

6. ... I've been pleased with the balabce of civilian authors vs
military but I found that our civilians were the more innovative.
(Colonel, Army)

7. The MR presents a well-balanced reservoir of current militlry
thought. (LTC, Army)

8. ... I would like to suggest an occasional article or exchane
from a top businecs source... (Colonel, USAR, Retired)

These comments suggest that the question of balance or civilian

varsus military authors is a valid consideration with the conmon

10Criteria questions will be numbered consecutively I thnu 11
and will be referred to by their number in followine discussions to avoid
ropotition.
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denominator being the subject discussed, that of military matters.

Further, the question of wider range regarding civilian authors appears

to be a relevant area of consideration in testing the source of content

element of the mission statement.

Su.ibect Ar as to be Discusaedx The mission stateraunt is specific

in indicating the subject areas to be discussed and pins this down to

the two general areas of strategy and doctrine. The area of "national

and military strategy, national security affairs" may be defined to ob-

tain the key element for consideration in deriving appropriate criteria.

National Atrategy is officially defined as "the art and science of

developing and using the political, economic, and psychological powers

of a nation, together with its armed forces, during peace and war, to

secure national objectives.,f1 2

Mlilitary strategy is defined as "the art and science of employ-

ing the armed forces of a nation to secure the objectives o4 national

policy by the application of force, or the threat of force." 1 3

The common denominator is the use of an element of national

power to secure national objectives thus it is necessary to define this

.14

term. National objectives are "those fundamental aims, goals, or

purposes of a nation- as oaposed to the means for seeking these ends-

toward which a policy is directed and efforts and resourc.2s of the nation

are applied."
1 5

1 2 joint Chiefs of Staff. JCS Pub 1, Dictionary of Unitni Stater,Military Terms for Joint Una, 1 Augus 168,-p. 143.

a 1bid., P. 136.
S14U.S. Armly Command and General Staff Cnllege. RP 100-•i, trate1'

Sub:ects Handbook, See pp.2-1 to 2-7 for a discussion of the interrelation-
ship of th-se terms.

1500. cit.. JCS Pub 1, D. 143
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The key element of concern them, as derived from a discussion

of dcfinitions a pears to be the strate'ic aims, goals, or purposes of

the nation as expressed in its strategic policies. The Rliirl ,

would then be expected to orient on the stratrgic pcltcy of the United

States in an attempt to explain, clarify or critique it from the stand-

point of use of all elements of national power. One would eýreot that

a largeopercentage of the articles would discuss strate(ic nolicy or

what has come to be referred to as pure strategy as contrasted to means

and methods of implementing that strategy. The added area of national

security affairs broadens the scope somewhat to include ancillary

considerations at the national srcurity level which have an inpact on

policy, further referred to in this study as strategy related subjects.

Doctrine is officially defined as "fundamental principlcs by

which the military forces or elements thereof guide their actions in

support of national objectives. It is authoritative but requires

judgement in application.111 6 This definition requires lit-tle further

elaboration and from it one would expect to see in the pages of the

Military Review, various articles debating existing principles,

suggesting new ones or perhaps explainingnuances of newly developed

doctrine at the levels specified for consideration.

From the above general discussion of the suboract areas elcment

of the stated mission, it is possible to formulate questions to aid in

determining if these subjects are being ad-equately covered. These

questions are:

5. Do the articles cover the designated field of strategy as defined

in official publications?

16JCS Pub 1, op. cit., P.73.
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6. Are those articles related to strategy relevant and do they cont-

ribute to understanding of U.S. strategic policy?

7. Do they cover doctrine or con Lribute in son.e meaningful way to

its development?

8. Do those articles in other subject categories than those specifically

designated provide insights or background that can be related to the study

of strategy or doctrine?

Comments from subscribers which tend to supnort the validity

of these questions are listed below;.7 It should be noted that an item on

the questionaire specifically requested respondents to indicate their

choice of subject categories. Strategy was indicated as the overall first

choice by a significant margin. Doctrine as a subject area was not in-

eluded on the questionaire, however, a combination of the categories of

tactics and organization indicate that it wa:a a third choice category.

1. There seems to be little thought provoking writing on questions
of grand strategy and tactics compared to a publication-,such as the
Naval Institute Proce' !dings. (Major, Army)

Z. Suggest wider range of opinion in all aspects of specific
problems, doctrine, applications, and theory. (Colonel, USAR)

3. Recommend less emphasis on tactics and hardware- more on policy,
strategy, concepts etc. (LTC, Army)

4. Am intir-sted in more presentations dealing with tactics and
combat support at division and higher levels. (Lto, Army)

5. The ailitary Revi.e.rw should execute its mission by broader reach
into strategic concpts... (Colone'., Army)

6. Too many articles have a fu dy-duddy style, give petty details
that most. r-a..nars know or could do without, and review the past of
a subject to the boring point. I like the articles on today's
Russia and China. (LTC, Retired)

7. ... Personally, I would like to see rore articles by officers and
civilians alike on the doctrines and orranization of U.S., friendly

1 7 "Readership Survey," op. cit.
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S: foreign, and communist-bloc powers, and where possible the political
role of Armed Forces in these countries... (Captain, AF Reserve)

8. Occasionally, the Review begins with what secms to be a doctrinal
article on a relatively trivial change. These articles are much too
long and are very dry. They may be a necessary part of the school,
but are not a part of the Review. (Major, USAR)

9. Military Review content results in a magazine slintp- tor:ard strategy
and the social sciences, which I bellieve is a mistake. (LTC, Army)

While these comments are not focussed specifically on the questions

under consideration, they do indicate a concern with the subject areas

covered and, while each individual may personally desire something different,

the element of the mission statement should dictate the degree of coverage

of each category of articles. It is evident from these com-ments that

no common concept regarding the effectiveness of the Military Rcview in

covering the fields of strategy and doctrine exists which reinforces the

validity of the criteria in attempting to determi:ine the extant of such

coverage and evaluating its effectiveness in light of the specific element

of the mission statement.

Level of Treatment: The mission statement indicates that the

articles covering strategy will treat the subject from the national

security level or viewpoint. Further, it specifies that doctrine will

be treated at the division or higher levels of command, It is implied

that the articles dealing with subjects other than those specifica l l y

designated in the mission statement will be treated at the level of interest

of the field grade officer. 1 8 Thus, three questions may be formulated

to test the articles in this area of mission accomplishment.

9. Is strategy covered from the overall viewpoint of national

security policy?

10. Is doctrine covered from the viewpoint of division and higher

levels of command?
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11. Arn those articles addressinZ other subjicts than thoee d_-, ignated

oriented at the level of interest of the field grade officer?

Comments from subscribers which tend to support the validity of

these questions as testing areas of concorn regarding the adequacy of

accomplishment of t~iis asonct of the mision statevent arp listed below:lq

1. Sophistication of publication should be improved... (Colonel, Army)

2. 'elieve every effoit should be made to keep contents at a ...i.h
professiional level. Avoiding tactics and techniquns and "how to do
it" type articles... (Colonel, Army)

3. Too many of the articles are... Lof the typJ which i - more
a•ppropriate to the Infantry School and the company qrade officer.

4. Would like to use the Review as an advanced officer's publication
for those officers who are in higher rank and position. (As opposed
to the Infantry Journal which is geared toward company grade)
(Colonel. USAR)

5. I would assume that the intended audience for the "YMilit::ry Review"
_ are field grade and general officers. However, I would jhsdge mouch

oof your writing is directed towards junior officers or civilians with
litLle or no military background. (Colonel, U3AR)

Wihile the number of com',,ents concerned with the levql of treatment

are fewer than those dealing with other aspects of the nission elemaents,

a sufficiently large number of respondents mentioned the subject to

suggest that it is a valid area of consideration.

It shoul,' be mentioned at this point that 193 commqnts by sub-

scribers were examined and a significant number of these were compll cntary.

The ones quote'i here were selected to show that a degree of concern ey.sts

among the general readership regarding the various areas of the mission

stateinent and that the questions posed are valid ones since similar

qu,,sttons were raised by a number of readers in an independent and individual

1 9 "Readership Survey," op. cit.|!A
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* evaluation of the journal.

It is reco:.nized that the qucstiona, posed in th3 precedin" g dis-

cussion are exclusive and certainly there are an i.nfinit- nuaber of

questions that perhaps could be formulated which would be rclevant to the

general mission statement. Those sclected and honce those to be answ.r.3d

in this study are those deemed most apnropriate in cor i'ira-ýion of the

intent implied as well as the specific wording of the mission statement.

It is considered that answers to those questions posed, based upon an

analysis of the content of the journal, will give a definite indication

as to whether or not the mission is actually being fulfilled. Further

elaboration on the answers to those questions should give a valid in-

dication of the degree to vnich the "mission is being accomplished.

This series of eleven questions, then, will serve as the criteria for

evaluating the 1969 editions of the Military Review.

B ,



Chapter 3

Content Analysis

SMe:thodology: In evaluating the content of the 1969 issues of

the Militnry Review, the articles were read to gain a general overalll

imnresAion of the adequacy of the journalin accomplishing its mission.

"The result of t.is survey was that there was no correlation bet-.,icen the

content of the journal and the expectations generated by the analysis 3f

the tassion stat(:nent. It was difficult to relate the miosion st;:tement

directly to the content of the various articles. To substantiate or

refute this overall impression, a morn methodical analysis was undertaken.

A one page summary card was prepared for each article incluiing a brief

synopsis, the thesis, and data pertinent to the qunstionr to be answ,,vered.

The articles were then categorized accordtng to subject matter covered

and analyzed to internine the method of presentation and level of treat-

ment of each article. The authors were listed by various categortes to

Jet.irmine the source of content. The data obtained from the above mro-

cedure then served as a basis to answ'r the questions posr-ar in th-ý orevious

chapter. In each instance, aquantative evaluation was made, or a jue--a-

as to the degree of coverage based on the number of ap,,, arances in the

journal, and a quzilitativc evaluation was attempted to indicate th" depth

24
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9of coverag-e. From this, conclusions w-ere drawn reg:,rding' The ad'4,uuicy

of accomplishment of each oil the four eilements of thq nztst~ion state-nr.-nt.

These comments then served as the basis on which tW Ietermirne wh-ther or

not the Military Review accomplished its stated mission and to what degree.

General: The 1969 Issues Included 133 total artt - -e,- of wi-fos

105 wereý original contributions an'i 28' were digest!E from other selpected,

publications. Concerning the original articles, 3 w-ere co-authora.-, one

was an edited manuscripot of a deceased individual, and 101 articles wi~re-

individual efforts. Might individuals authore-d two articles!.

The criteria, questions 1 thru 11 were formul.-te1 in t-P previous

chapter in the order In which the mission elements to which they reafer

appear in the mission statement. THe content analysis to fenllow more

logically addres~cs these in the order of: subject nnttIer coveredo, quest-

ions 5-8; method of presentation, questions 1-2; level of treatment,

questions 9-11; source of content, questions 3-4.

atibject Categories: The subject matter covered can be categorized

into ten mutually exclusive topics. Those desiganated as puare strategy

are those which discuss matters which have a direct Impact on United

States strateagic policy. Those iesignate4 as strategy related discuiss

trie nature of the threat to the United States or the rolation ship of the

United States to her allies and indirectly affect United S3tates st-rategy.

The third category, that of national security implications includes

articles that cover subjects that have no direct or indirect be!aringy

on national 5trategic policy but serve as backgrounid and providie in-

formation which gives insights into strategic policy consitderation9.

This Includes articles concerned with communist bloc int--rnnll affairs,

internal affairs of neutral or allied countries, and crisi~s nirumt

The remaining en categories are self explanatory and ircliide t-one



Total number of artieics: 133

Number of military digests; 28

Number of original articles: 105

Subject Category Orig .Mi Total Total
Art Paýa s LL cst Pages Art pa f--,

Pure Strategy (National Policy) 5 29.5 2 17 7 46.5

Strategy Related 9 62.5 7 i0.5 16 113
Nature of threat (3) (21) (1) (6.5)
Relationship of allies (6) (41.5) (6) (44)

National Security Implications 33 217.5 17 112.5 50 310
Co.uunist 31oc Affairs (11) (60.5) \9) (59)
Other Country Affairs (13) (93) (6) (43)
Crisis Management (9) (64) (2) (10.5)

Doctrine 4 21.5 4 21.5

Military :;istory 14 83.5 1 11.5 15 95

Profesaion Orientcd Subjects 8 51.5 8 51.5

Militz.ry Opcrations and Activities 3 39 8

:Iilit.ry Systtms 17 108 17 1lol

Organization (5) (34-5)
Procedures (1) (73.5)

Weapons anc. Equipment 3 16 1 9.5 4 25.5

Current Problems 4 22 4 22

105 28 133 855

a~jI

26$
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9 articles that have no relation to Unitnd States stratef•y. (Chart 1)

having categorized the 133 articles, it is possible to anr4er

the specific questions relating to subjects covered.

Question 1, Discussiont Only seven articles of the 1-.3 (51Z) of

tae total number of articles addresses pure st-ratecgy, Forty-six pagePs

of a total of 855 are devote,! to discus-ion of this nubject. From a

purel quanttave Ajandpoint, i+ is apnarent that the journal falls far

short of being cApable of covering the field adequately. From a qual-

itptive standpoint, the seven articles pertaining to pure .trategy

offer limited depth of coverage. These include a brief overview of

U.S. offensive and defensive strategy (one article of nine paes), a

very brief discussion of the evolution of the policy of flexibi-- response

(one article of three pages), an ill informed discussion of why U.S.

global strategy has not been successful and four articles concerned with

U.S. policy response to Soviet initiatives. This shallow coverage could

hardly be considered adequate for a journal oriented primarily on U.,:.

strategy. The more pertinent questions of exactly what presnnt U.S.

strategy consists of, how it evolved, and what the indications are for

the future are virtually ignored. Also, the fundamental proce:ural

issue of how U.S. strategic policy is formulated, the fa•tors influencing

it and the ramifications of the decision making proces* are not ai..ressGu.

This is considered to be a particularly ignificant oiission in view of

the numerous major changes in the policy making process that w- ;nitiated

in 1969 and the several strategic policy revisions that were lor.u...t about.

The journal only offered a small sample of articles, thosc wit'o..t depth,

on subjects that have been rehashed repeatedly over the past deccade.

Conclusiont In answer to the specific question, it must be con-
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eluded that the journal did not cover the field of straK.egy adc;q,.'tely

in the 1969 issues.

Zestion Lj Discuasion: The sixteen articles (12,j) covering the

nature of the threat and the relationship with U.S. allies appear to bt-

more in line with expectations that those concerning strategy itself, but

still leave rauch to be desired. From a quant1tative standpoint, the 12t

of the journal devoteu to this subject would appear to be less than

adequate in view of the relative importance of these two Lonsiderations

in ultimrtely determining policy.1 Wthile it is impossible to say with

precision that a certain percentage of the magazine should be devoted to

these subjects, their importance would indicate that 25 to 30" would not

be excessive.

To determine the pertinence and acuquacy of the strategy related

articles, it is necessary to look at them from a qualitative standpoint.

Those a-1dressing the threat covered iMao's intentions and plans (two

articles), Soviet designs in areas of the world whpre the U.n. is in-

herently weak (one article), and the implications of Soviet actions in

Czechoslovakia (one article). All of t ese are pertinent topics and

generally -.ere well written, however, the. were not covoric4 in zufficient

depth to be meaningful. While the articles touched on the hihpotnes of

the iubjects, iore questions were raised than were anss red andi the

articles served, not to develop specific points in depth, but to r cap-

itula.e or cuinmarize thoughts that have bcn treated in more detail in

lart er works. While the topics selected :nere pertinent, the coverage was,

once again, not in sufficient depth to be considered adeqlatc.

Aside.. fro,,, the quality of the research and, writ.---, fre: th',

viewpoint of the ultlnat, con ribution of the articles to th:e rcatIr'ls

1U3ACG03 R., 100-1, op cit.. pp. 1-1 to 1-4.
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under.tanding of strategy, there arc othier aspp.cts of thl thrvnt. ;ihich

deserved consideration in 1'769, and which wore i as.in , completely. The

extent of the problem of insurgency in South Armerica w.-ould aoroear to

deserve attention as would an analysiS of tbe situation in th %'i';rJIc

_rt with emphasis on its rea'to U.S. intr_. A__ itionAly,

an appropriate topic, in view of the student unrest and civil turaoil

within the United States in 1969, would have been an as:.oz.ýmcnt of tho

internal threat,. These important areas were not covered and eorohasi

was placed on the threat in terms of what has come to be the traaitional

east-west confrontation.

With regard to the coverage of the relationships .ith allies,

"the picture is somewhat brighter. Ti-Ilve articlcs were devotel to

this category (9u), and most of the relevant problen arcai o' 1969 were

addressed. NATO was discussed in six articles, perhaps an overemp-asis,

Southeast Asia in one, the overall problem in Asia in two, Latin

American problems in ce, and Africa and the Y.Ldle east in one. Also,

the AntarctV.c Treaty waa covered which is a subject of Ist+.'•st

seldom mentioned elsewhere. Further, the discussions ...- baiancwd

be.ween nuclear considerations and problems ofI insurgency. The

--eneral scope of coverae of this area :aust be considered tc be e\uite

good. The comn ent mentione°1 previously about covn.rae in it., hwever,

is equally applicable to the covr.rage of allied rrl-tiow,.'s. "htlo

the major problems were ad.ressed, Lhe points were not dcev-lope-l in

sufficient dotail in all articles, with one exception, to be c-ns-dered

highly efflctive in furthering the reader's un,.-erst-.ndin: of ccns.iderations

involved in developing nati'nal policy and stratc-i.

Conclusiont In answer to the sp.cific !u-ntion, t' . ticl,- .,-
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l:tted to strategy were relevant but they did not adequntel.: aC irVs05 all

aspects of the threat nor were they in sufficient depth to be con:slde,;red

hiZhly effective in contributing to one's understanding of U.j. strategic

policy. W*fhile those articles addressing allies relationships covered the

field adequately, they also lacked depth.

Qu'stion IL, Xscussýion: uarprisingly, in a journal whose

Lai :-;ion stateomcnt specifically indicates L.hat doctrine will be a major

area of consideration, only four articles adiressed the subject. From

aqiantitative Jtaf.point it could be expected that almost 40)' would be

devoted to doctrine as one of the two major areas of interest. This

did net prove to b• the case, and only 3' could be remotely connected

to the subject, considerint both total number of articles and total

4 number of pages.

Of these four articlns, the subjects varied from questioning

current Army Nuclear Joctrine (covered in four pages), through Corps

logistic (-octr* ne in Vietnam, through Special Forces doctrine in

Vietna.a, to POW and captured document doctrine. These were all cuite

interesting and provided insights into special areas that are certainly

worthy of att ntion. The glaring omissioas,. however, were the treatises

T.;howing the trends in which division and larger unit doctrine is

evolving and the forces at work which are causing these chanses. Also,

procedural discussions were missing. One would expect articles indicating

how doctrine is established and the workings of the apparatus diesicned

to tnst various concepts in the absence of actual experience factors

in other than counterinsurgency operations. Also lacking is an adequate

treatment of the effect of operations in Vietnam on present doctrine.
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It would be reasonable to expect a nurber of sew concepts to be presrmted

as a r~sult of individual experience in Vietnam in an attnmntc to bring

about chanees or to assist in development of doctrine, but such is not

the case. With the exception of the article concerning &-ecial Forces

operations, they only describe how operations are nres•ntly being conducted

without relating their conclusions and observations to doctrinal consid-

erations.

Conclusion: In answer to the specific question, it can only be

concluded that the journal's coverage of doctrine is totally inadequate,

ii, view of the mission statement, and that the ilit.r e;. contributes

very little, if anything, toward suggestion of new ideas and concepts.

Question L, Discu.ision: The category of articles which most

closely corresponds to the strategy and strategy related categoriis is

that of'national security implications. While not directly tied to U.S.

policy, nor discussed in 'erms of impact or. U.S. policy, the information

provided in the three sub-categories of Communist Bloc affairs, neutral

and allied country affairs, and crisis ,manazencmnt, greatly contributes

to the understanding of U.S. policy. This category is the strongest

asset of the entire journal both in quanti.tative and qualitative t.erms.

Thirty eight percent of the entire journal is devoted to discussion of

these subject areas and each area appears to be covrred throughly. The

specific background information provided in each sub-cate•gry Is discussed

below:

Communist Bloc Affairs: A total of 20 artiolts addresses significant

aspects or problems in communist countries wit"r two articl.es covering

problems of the Warsaw Pact countries, eight articles covrring .Soviet

political relations with countries within her sphere of infl',oncs and
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with Communist, China, six articles concerntng the Soviet ar-med forces,

and four articles on Co..'unist China's internpl affairs. While the

most obvious omission is coverage of the situatiinn within North Vietnaml

and North Korea, the overall evaluation of this group of articles is that

it is excellent and while not addressing the subject in tenas of the

Sthreat toý the U.s., does give valuable insights that complerrint the

study of str:iteey.

Neutral and Allie` Country Affairs: A total of 19 articles

addres:; the internal affairs of other countries and these provide good

coverage of the most critical areas of the world and offer valuable

insights into problems which these countries face. Wrnile these problem

areas are not discu.•sed in terms of their relationship to U.S. interests,

the-.-, n :vertheless provide excellent baokrrouad material and in each case

provide a summary account of important recent developments within each

countr.;. The specific areas addressed are Cambodia (two articles),

-turma (one article), India (three articles), Pakistan (one article),

the Middle. list (three articlus), Latin America (fnur articles), Spain

(one article), Africa (one article), France (one article), Britain

(one article), and Germany (one article).,

Cri'sis Manasceza,nnt: A total of eleven articles address subjects

related to past crises or to oroblems inherent in attemptinzj to control

relations ,,eong nations. Vhile these articles are not in sufficient death

to be as valuable as tley could be in providing background for the tudy

of strategy, which appears to be a function of the limitelI lonnth of the

articles rather than a laIck of knowledge or insifficient rcse, rch on the

part of the authors, they nevertheless are a major contri.bution to any
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attempt to analyze strategy. They certainly complement, porhaps

more closely than any other category of articles, the study of 1.S.

strategic policy.

Other Categories: The articles in other catfegories arc not related

to strategy or doctrine and contribute nothunr to the study of these sub-

jects.

Doctrine: The foregoing discussion explained the relationshiO

of the national security implications category of articles to the study

of strategy. It should be noted that none of the articles, other than

the four discussed under the category of doctrine, contribute in any

way to the study of that subject.

Conclusion: In answer to tie specific question, the articles in

the national security implications category are the most informative and ½ia
-J useful of the entire journal. •,nile they are not directly related to

U.S. policy, they do provide valuable insights and background which

would complement a more thorough treatment of strategy and strategy

related subjects. The articles in other categorieýs contribute nothing

to the study of strategy or doctrine.

Method of Presentation: It may be seen from the data tabulated

on the following chart that the largest percentagc (63A) of the articlis

are narrative or descriptive in nature in that they presznt inforimation

or attempt to describe events or to show a pav-ticular condition tiat

exists without drawing conclusions or relating that inforvintion to oresent

or future situations. Twenty seven percent of the arti-cles !;o a stap

further and attc. 'pt to a.nlyze the information presrsnteU and to antrva

at conclusions that make the article mu¾' more usefuL. 0f t`,ose that

are analytical, less than one fourth are articles that present booth sides



Method of Pres-ntation

Total number of articles: 133

Numboer of military digrests: 28

Number of original artiebrs: 105

Subject Category Narrative-. Analytical Debate!- T ztn 2.

floscniotive con disciA A,'rti cle:.,

Pure Strategy 7 2 7

Strategy Related 4 3-2 16

National Security Implications 34 16 5 0

Doctrine 3 1 1 4

Military His -tory 13 215

Profeýssion Oriented Subjects 2 6 5 8

MXilitary Operations and Activities 83

Military Systemis 4 2 17

M oapons and Equipment 44

Current Problems 3 1 1. 4

84 49 11r 133

Adi



of an issue and attempt to arrive at the bott 'r solution b: ceý on an

open discussion. These(8% of the total), are considered to be the nost

valuable both as a means of providing information and an a rr~search toc)l.

Question L, Discussion: As mentioned previously, only 11 articles

could be considered to debate issues in that they provided discussion of

both sides of an issue. While 49 articles were an-Tlyticý1., the greater

number were merely descriptive with no attemnpt at analvrsis.

Conclusion: Generally, the articles do not debate the i4iues nor

provide open discussion.

Qu.estion L2, Discussion: Only 11 articles of the entire 133

address controversial issues. These correspond to the eleven listed as

open discussion or debate articles.

Conclusion: In general, the articles shy away fro- controveo-si-il

topics and do not address issues which are considered to be controversial.

Level of Treatment: Reardinc level of treatnent. th.b X4ilitar'/

Rcvievr fares quite well. Of the 133 articles, 127 are considered to be

written at the level of interest of the field erade officer. All of the

articles concerning strategy or those related to that subject are written

from the viewpoint of the national security decision making level. Those

concerning other countries are treated at an appropriate level. The

articles addressing doctrine generally treat the subject at a lrvr! at

Division or higher.

Question B, Discussion: All of the articles related to stratea.-y

are covere,1 from the national security level and pertain to problems of

interest at the decision making level.

Conclusioi,: Strategy is covered from the national security policy

level.

Question #L0, Discussion: Three of the four articles relatin- to
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Level of Truatrient

Total number of articles: 133

'lumber of military digests: 23

Number of original articles: 105

ISubject Category Fld Ord lower Hat seo- Total

level level Div • ivbrhr Article

Pure Strategy 7 7 7

Strategy Related 16 16 16

National Security Implications 50 50 50

Doctrine 3 1 3 4

1,4ilitary History 14 1 15

Profession Oriented Subjects 8 0

Military Operations and Activities 6 2 8

Military Systems 17 17

;-apons and Equipment 3 1 4

Current Problems 3 1 4

127 6 106 133

I I I I I I I I I I I I I
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9doctrine are covered from tho higher level ef command v4 --.nir+.

"Conclusion: In answer to the specific question, doctri-.e is

covered from the vimopoint of the division and hi-her levels of command.

Question jII, Discussion: With only a few cxcoptions, the

articles in other caterories than strategy and doctrine are considered

to be presented at the level of intcr,ýst nf the field -r:;de office:..

W'nile this judgement is subject to a vide range of interpretation, a!

evidenced by the comments from the r,%adership survey quoted earlier,

[: there seems to be little validity to the criticism that articles tend to

be presented at the level of the junior officer or the individual w-.ith

only limited military experience.

Conclusion: In answer to the specific question, the level of

presentation of the articles in the other categories is consistently at

the field grade officer level.

Source of Content: The source of content picture is adequately

depicted on the following chart.

Question 21, Discussion: Of the original articles; 57 were

written by U.S. military personnel and 31 were written by U.). civilians.

The 28 militrry digests were all written by civilians or foreign military

personnel. Thus, from a categorization of authors, military versus

civilian, an equal number of articles were written by each group. It

appears that the journal does present a balanced outlook which imay b•

considered to be a favorable characteristic. From the standpoint of the

mission statement, however, the Military Review does not present primarilv

military ideas and opinions.

Conclusion: In answer to the specific question, the articles do

not present primarily military ideas and opinions.
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Source of Contmnt

Civilian M.Tilitary

U.S. Foreign U.S. For eCgn

59 India: 1 57 Britian: 5

France: 1 India: 1

Argentina: 1

Korea: 1

Repub of China:l

USMR: 1 -_

Sub-total: 65 Sub-total: 63

Occupations of Civilians
(Original Articles)

State Jepartment: 3

DUD/afense connected: 4

College professor: 18

Research oriented: 8

Journalist: 4

4
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Question O iscussionm An anal:,sis of the occupation, o" tih

civilians who contributed original articlts (37), rnflects thA half (16),

were written by college profesbors. Sight were written b;, individuals

engaged in research activities conn,:cted with a major college or university.

Seven articles were authored by federal emnlo:,e-s and four by journalists.

There is vary little range of interests, from an occupation tandpoint,

among the civilian authors.

Conclusion: In answer to the specific question, the articles do

not present representative civilian opinion on military matters but lean

toward educators and government employees of the Department of Defense

or the State Department.



Recaituatin o Conclu.•!on s

-a-luation•'"Mission -Element Criterion/Question Q•uantitative

SMethod of Prese.nt,- 1. Do the articles debate the
ation issues? x x

2. Do they address controversial
issues? x x

Source of Content- 3. Do the articles represent pri-
Siarily =ilitary ideas
and opinions? x x

4. a) they present represent-
ative civilian opinions
on military matters? xx

Subject Area Covored 5. Do the articles cover the
dosiznateýd field of
stratry? x x

6. Are those related to strategy
relevant and contribute to
understanding of U.S. policy? x x

7. Do they cover doctrine or cont-
ribute to its developm-ent? x x

b. Do those in other categories
provide insIaihts that can
be related to strategy or
doctrine? x x

Level of Treatment 9. Is strategy covered from
the overall Viewpoint
of national Tecurity
policy? x x

10. Is doctrine cove-red fror.
th- viepmoint of Div-
ision and higher level? x x

11. Are those articles in other.
categories oriente.i at
the level of int.rest of
the field grade officer? x x

Overall evaluation of mission accomplishment: x
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Chapter 4.

Conclusions

Considering the stated mission of thq Malirv Review., and the

data and analysis presented in this study, the following conclusio-ns can

be reached:

1. The Military Revie does not represent a true forum wherein

the articles debate the major military issues of the times nor does it

serve as a sounding, board for the profession.

2. The Military Review is not a medium wherein primarily

military personnel express their views and opinions.

3. The Militarv, Review is marginally effective in coveriiw7 the

field of strategy with its primary strength lying in the area of

strategy related and ancillary subjects.

4, The Nlilit,-rv Review does not adequately cover tine subject of

doctrine.

5. The level of treatment of all articles is as snecifieci in or

implied by the .mission statement.

6. Overall, it is concluded that the mission statomznt doe-, not

accurately describe the method of presentr~ion of the journal, its' rscm 2e

of content, or the subject matter covered therein. if the isinas

presently stated is actually the one apn~ronriate for theý M"iht r- HR'virv,-
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drastic cnanges in editorial policy are in order to bring the content

in line with this mission. The existing mission is not being ad'equately

fulfilled. If, on the other hand, the present content of the i-ilitarv

Review is making the desired contribution to the militnry prrfession,

a change in the mission statement to makn it more descriptive of the

actual content i caille,-j for. The resolution of this proble.•m sug,-sts

the need for a detailed tudy to determine the needs of the military

profession and to outline a mission for the Military RevLiew which will

fulfill these nesds. Further, a system, independent of tiie editorial

staff, which will insure that the future content of the journal till be

correlated withl its app.?ropriate mission statement is an ur-Jent requirement.

iI

i4

=~
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